
Does the Flavor of Ice-Cream

Affect How fast It Melts?

Have you ever wondered if your ice-cream could melt slower than it does?

My project asks the question “Does the flavor of ice cream Affect how fast it melts?” This

question asks if one flavor of ice cream melts faster (or slower)than the other. My project shows

everything you will need to know about my project.

The reason I picked this question is because I was curious for the answer. I wanted to

know  which flavor to get on a sunny day or if I was in a rush. My hypothesis is that the flavor of

ice cream does affect how fast it melts, chocolate ice cream will melt the quickest and vanilla

will melt the slowest. My reasoning for my hypothesis is because dark colors absorb more heat

than light colors. Chocolate ice-cream being the darkest will melt the fastest and vanilla will

melt the slowest.

My materials  are :three devices, fifteen blows, my parents, one carton of chocolate

ice-cream,one carton of vanilla ice-cream, one carton of strawberry ice-cream, Safeway, and my

kitchen. First  I would mark each bowl so I know which one is which. Then I would put one

scoop of ice cream  in each bowl, 5 of chocolate, 5 of vanilla, 5 of strawberry(the same amount

of ice-cream in each bowl).  I would put a timer for ten devices on each device, one for each

flavor of ice-cream. Every time each timer is finished I would make notes. I would do this for 60

minutes.

I started the timer and at the ten minute mark vanilla was melting the fastest and

chocolate was melting the slowest. At the 20 minute mark chocolate was still melting the

slowest and strawberry was a half puddle.At the 30 minute mark minute mark chocolate was



melting the slowest compared to the others. 40 minutes and after they were all puddles.The

results were that the flavor of ice-cream does affect how fast it melts. Altho I was correct,

chocolate did not melt faster than others; it actually melted the slowest , and strawberry melted

the fastest.

My conclusion is that yes, the flavor of ice-cream does affect how fast it melts.I know

this because chocolate melted the slowest and strawberry melted the fastest.My hypothesis

was correct except  that chocolate melted the slowest not the fastest and strawberry melted

the quickest.Some sources of error could be the temperature of the room, the light

distributed,and the appearance of the ice-cream.
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